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Do you need a vacation?
By Tom Purcell

Special to The Bulletin

Boy, I could use a vacation about
now - like millions of other hardworking Americans.
According to a recent study by
the U.S. Travel Association’s Project
Time Off, 54 percent of American
employees ended 2016 with unused
time off, a total of about 662 million
unused vacation days.
Whereas our friends in Europe
enjoy up to six weeks off every year,
Americans, after three years of working at a job, are lucky to average 10
days of vacation.
That’s if you can call what we
do vacationing. When we finally
do take time off, we usually take it

piecemeal; we take one day here,
one day there, and we hardly ever
enjoy an actual “break.”
Even if we do take a week at the
beach, for instance, we bring our
computers and smartphones with
us. We check our email obsessively, dial into phone conferences
and keep our noggin in real-time
connection to the stresses and agitations of the workplace no matter
where our vacationing bodies may
be.
Our work habits have changed
over the past few decades. We’re
terrified of losing our jobs, you see,
so we work harder. We feel guilt if
we’re the first to leave the office or

(Continued on Page 6)

A night (and many more) at the opera
By Ron Rozelle

Contributing Editor

Let me tell you about a love affair,
other than the much more important
one with my wife, that I’ve been
involved in for a long time.
And it began with a blind date.
When I was a young teacher I did
a favor for a colleague, who offered
to reciprocate
with a nice
dinner with her
and her husband, followed
by a “surprise.”
The dinner
was
a good
THE WORDSMITH
steak and trimmings at The Stables, a Houston
culinary landmark that is now gone.
Over dessert, coffee and a snifter of
brandy, I must have tried hard to not
look disappointed when I was told
the surprise: I was being treated to a
night at the … opera.
My life, prior to that evening, had
been completely opera-free. There
is a remote possibility that I could
have, on a dare, come up with two
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or three titles, and maybe one
composer. I admit to having been
confident that I was in for a long
and boring ordeal.
When what I was in for was, in
fact, a revelation.
We saw “Faust”, one of the
grandest of grand operas, with
rousing choruses, sweeping
melodies, moral dilemmas, and an
imposing finale with nothing less
than one character ascending to
heaven and another descending
to hell. Now that’s something you
don’t see every day.
I came out of Jones Hall, which
was then the home of Houston
Grand Opera, humming. In the
car, I wanted to know about the
composer, the story, the singers,
and everything else. My hosts were
probably glad to be rid of me after
(Continued on Page 5)
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Mosquito
time again

By John Toth

Editor and Publisher

Willie-ManChew says
come see
me and
have a great
time at the
Great Texas
Mosquito
Festival this
weekend.
Check
out all the
happenings
inside a
special
section in this
issue.

I have been writing stories
about Clute’s great Texas Mosquito Festival longer than I’d care
to admit.
Each year, the challenge is
to come up with something that
would not be too repetitive from
the previous years.
I covered the event for 11 or
12 years while
working at
The Houston
Chronicle, and
every year
after that as
publisher of
The Bulletin.
RAMBLINGS I have
attended many
of them, enjoyed the concerts
that are included with the price
of admission, and I especially
enjoyed the dunking booth when
our elected officials volunteered
their services.
It has always struck me as a
really well organized small-town
festival. But the Mosquito Festival has had international success
as well.
Each year, media representatives from all over the country
– and some from other countries – want to know why would
a bunch of people along the
Texas Gulf Coast celebrate the
mosquito?
(Continued on Page 8

Charging your
car’s batteries
through the
airwaves

SEE PAGE 15
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HELP WANTED

El Jimador has new location in Angleton

Now hiring cooks,
cashiers. $8.25/hour
and up. (979) 798-9101
or apply in person.

RED TOP RESTAURANT
Hwy. 36, Brazoria

GOOD MORNING, MISS, DO I KNOW YOU? A woman got drunk
at a bar and decided to walk to a relative’s house in Lower Burrell, Pa., to
sleep it off. In her confusion, however, she went to the wrong house and
climbed through a window to gain entry. The homeowner found her asleep
in a bedroom.
THE OPIUM? UH, YEAH, RIGHT, THAT’S WHY I’M HERE:
Authorities in Claremont, N.C, discovered a one-acre field of poppy plants
used to make opium after a narcotics investigator came to the suspect’s
house on another matter, and the guy said, “I guess you’re here about the
opium.”
APPARENTLY TAYLOR’S BEEN UNDER A LOT OF STRESS
LATELY: A man repeatedly called 911 in Fort Myers, Fla., and asked the
police to bring him to the Park Royal mental health facility to see his wife,
who he claimed was singer-songwriter Taylor Swift. This proved not to be
the case.
WELL, DID THE ANGELS GIVE YOU A RECEIPT? A 36-yearold woman moved into a $1.3 million beachside mansion in Melbourne
Beach, Fla., without permission while the homeowners were away. She
told police who showed up to remove her that she is God, and that angels
bought her the home.
MESSAGE RECEIVED: A drunk driver was arrested in Citrus County,
Fla., after he crashed his car into a brand-new drunk-driving awareness
vehicle festooned with the words “Don’t Drink and Drive.”
WHAT GAVE ME AWAY, OFFICER? A woman, who was shopping for a DVD at a video store in Akron, Ohio, gave the clerk her phone
number to look up her account. Then she robbed the place. Police had no
trouble locating her.
UH, YEAH DUDE, CAN I GO THROUGH THE CLOTHES I
GAVE YOU? A customer donated some clothes to a thrift store in Maplewood, Minn., and employees discovered that he had apparently forgotten
that he had put 60 small bags of marijuana in with the clothing.
IN THAT CASE, JUST MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME: A man
broke into his neighbor’s home in Rock Hill, S.C., and made himself a
pimento cheese sandwich, which he consumed along with a dill pickle
and some clear moonshine. He told police that “he was hungry and did
not have anything to eat at his house.”
BUT I RECALL THAT HE WAS VERY CHARMING: A woman
had a three-night romp with an escort at a hotel in Halle, Germany, resulting in the birth of a son nine months later. She sued the hotel to find out
the identity of the man for child support as she did not know his real name
or exactly what he looked like.
TAKE ME AWAY, MAN: A man flagged down a police officer in
Naples, Fla., then took a long snort of cocaine, and put his hands behind
his back, submitting himself for arrest. The policeman obliged.

Raphael Perez, owner of Taqueria El Jimador, shown far left, and his
staff are ready to serve area residents at the restaurant’s new bigger
location at 101 Clements St., intersecting with Hwy. 288-B in Angleton.
Service begins at 5 a.m. for early breakfast and continues through
dinner with lunch specials daily on weekdays from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The restaurant also has an expanded bar.

Strange but True

By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
HIGHLY SKILLED LABOR
Q. HELP WANTED: Required
skills include advanced rope
climbing, rope rigging, fiberglass repair, plus ability to work
at heights of several hundred
feet, sometimes in high winds.
Seasonal work mostly between
spring and fall, with travel to
various locations for four to six
weeks at a time. Do you have
what it takes?
A. Rope-access technician
Jessica Kilroy does, one of only
two women in the field who repair
wind turbine blades all over the
globe, reported “Sierra” magazine
from an interview by Kristine Wong.
Combining her climbing interest with
a strong conservationist bent, Kilroy
works for Rope Partners, where she
ascends 300-foot turbine towers
wearing a heavy harness with her
tools and gear.
As she describes it, “First we
climb a ladder in the inside of the
tower and anchor our ropes (a main
rope and a backup). Then we rappel
off the nose cone and secure ourselves to the blunt side of the wind
turbine blade.” Special care must be
taken with the other side, since it is
so sharp it could cut her rope. And
each turbine’s blades are different,
so she’ll often be on the phone with

the engineers while up in the air.
Moreover, some jobs require her
being on the tower for 6-8 hours,
often in high winds.
The job has definitely changed
her, Kilroy says. “Whenever I’m not
working, all the other things in life,
like people bickering, don’t bother
me. I have peace and patience for
all the other moments in my life.”
THE SINGING INSECT
Q. This musical maestro of
the insect world uses its various body parts to create unique
sounds. Can you name this
tunemaker?
A. It’s the tiny masked birch
caterpillar (Drepana arcuata) that
shakes its body, drums and scrapes
its mouthparts, and drags specialized anal “oars” against the leaf surface to create bizarre signals, says
biologist Jayne Yack, as reported
in “New Scientist” magazine. It may
be that these signals serve to invite
other caterpillars to food-rich areas
for group shelter-building (Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology).
After more than 30 years of studying
insect sounds, Yack declares, “I’ve
never seen one insect species
produce such a diversity of signal
types.”
SPACE A/C?
Q. Outer space is near absolute
zero temperature (-460F, -273C),
really cold. So why not use this
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vast coldness to air condition our
homes?
A. When you stand outside on a
calm clear night, you can feel your
body heat being radiated into space.
This heat radiation also cools our
homes, so we actually do use outer
space for “air conditioning.” But
during the day, the intense sunlight
falling on our roofs overwhelms this
radiative cooling, and our homes
heat up. It would help if you could
make your roof into a mirror so that
no sunlight is absorbed. But, unfortunately, any ordinary mirror capable
of reflecting sunlight also blocks
thermal radiation from escaping into
outer space, negating the desired
cooling effect.
Enter so-called “metamaterials,” human-designed materials
not found in nature. Reporting in
“Science” magazine, Xiang Zhai et
al. describe the fabrication of an
extraordinary mirror that reflects
sunlight yet is transparent to thermal
radiation; the material consists of
glass microspheres embedded in
a transparent plastic film, backed
by a mirror-like silver coating. More
critically, they’ve developed an
economical manufacturing process
for the metamaterials, “vital for promoting radiative cooling as a viable
energy technology.” These remarkable materials might help cool our
buildings and, by reducing the
energy we expend on air conditioning, also help cool our planet.
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)
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Cancellation, baggage issues top complaints about airlines in May
Chicago Tribune (TNS)

Airlines continued to get an earful
from disgruntled passengers in May,
according to the U.S. Department of
Transportation.
Customers filed 1,779 complaints
about airline service, up 56.7 percent over May 2016, the Transportation Department said.
Airlines earned just two compliments — one fewer than in May last
year.
The jump in complaints wasn’t as
sharp as in April, when complaints
jumped 70 percent after three consecutive months in which consumers reported fewer problems.
The spike in complaints followed
a series of high-profile incidents,
including one aboard an April 9 flight
during which a United Airlines passenger suffered a broken nose and
concussion when he was dragged
off a plane to make room for an

airline employee.
But the overwhelming majority of
the May complaints concerned more
common travel issues, such as flight
cancellations and delays, according
to the Transportation Department.
Nearly 240 people complained
about baggage issues, up 65 percent from May 2016, even though

Open
Sundays
5:00-9:00
for the
Summer!

passengers filed slightly fewer
reports of lost, damaged, delayed or
“pilfered” baggage.
Across U.S. airlines, 2.32 out
of every 1,000 passengers filed
a report about mishandled bags
in May, down from 2.4 per 1,000
in May 2016, the Transportation
Department said.
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The night the fat lady finally sang for me, but the love affair continues until she stops singing
(Continued from Page 1)

our hour drive.
I was caught: hook, line, and
sinker. And, like many fresh converts to anything new and fascinating, I dove in head first. Within
weeks I had seen another production in person, had subscribed to
Opera News magazine, and was
a faithful listener to the Saturday
afternoon Texaco radio broadcasts
of live performances from the Met in
New York.
I was in an Astros group back
then, which consisted of five of
us who bought mini-season ticket
packages and drove up to the Dome
several times a month. On the way
home one night I told the guys I’d
have to miss the next game. It was
with the Cincinnati Reds, which was
one of our favorite pairings because
we loved to boo Pete Rose. So the
guys wanted to know what was up.
When I told them I had a ticket
to “Rigaletto”, with a world-class

baritone in the title role (maybe
Sherrill Milnes; I can’t remember),
they looked at me as if I had spoken
in Swahili. And I was in for some
ribbing after that.
But I didn’t care. I was a bona
fide opera fan, complete with strong
binoculars rather than those little
wimpy opera glasses. And it was
a good thing, given the nosebleed
section seats which were the only
ones I could afford.
As time went by, I discovered that
I am a neophyte fan at best. I don’t
understand any foreign languages,
don’t know an E minor from an F
sharp, and much of opera is beyond
me. I fully understand that Mozart’s
“Don Giovanni” and “The Marriage
of Figaro” are supposed to be two
of the best compositions ever, but
after the soaring overtures there is
just too much harpsichord plucking
for me. And Wagner’s Ring cycle is
too thunderously loud and so full of
mythic characters flying around that

I can’t keep up with all of them.
My admittedly provincial tastes
run to stories with pleasing melodies throughout, a triumphal march
or two and a good bit of melodrama,
usually resulting in a beautiful
young girl (who might, depending
on the performance, be played by
a rotund and not so very young
soprano) who almost certainly dies
in the final scene. In other words, I
am an Italian, perhaps specifically
a Sicilian, at heart when it comes to
opera. Give me Puccini’s “Tosca”,
“Turandot”, and “La Boheme”. Or
Verdi’s “La Traviata” and “Aida”. Or
Mascagni’s “Cavalleria Rusticana”,
which might just be my favorite.
I think I like opera – or the
relatively few operas that I know
anything about – because it combines several theatrical genres into
one artistic vehicle. As someone
once famously said: “If you end up
in a performance of a Puccini opera
where the acting and singing are

bad and the sets are uninteresting,
you can just close your eyes and let
the music wash over you.”
And as a writer I appreciate how
operatic composers bring into play
a balanced variety of useful tools
to tell a story: plot, melody, dialogue, staging, and the full sweep
of human emotions, from lively
festivity in the Christmas Eve Paris
street cafe scene complete with a
children’s’ chorus and a snowfall
in the second act of “La Boheme”
to the tender last moments of little
Mimi, whose “little hands will never
be cold again” two acts later. If we

writers can blend and employ our
various tools and manipulations that
successfully then we’ll have gone a
long way toward telling the stories
we want to tell.
The steak dinner I was given a
long time ago was very nice indeed.
But that night at the opera was the
first kiss, so to speak, of a love affair
that has endured nicely.
Ron Rozelle’s columns can be
accessed at ronrozellewordsmith.
wordpress.com. He is the author of
“Writer’s Digest’s Write Great Fiction: Description & Setting,” and nine
other books of fiction and nonfiction.

Did you know about opera?
Yes, long before the webrowser, there was another kind of opera, the kind
with singing on stage for a very long time.
The Italian word opera means “work”, both in the sense of the labor done
and the result produced. The Italian word derives from the Latin opera, a singular noun meaning “work” and also the plural of the noun opus. According
to the Oxford English Dictionary, the Italian word was first used in the sense
“composition in which poetry, dance, and music are combined” in 1639.
Dafne by Jacopo Peri was the earliest composition considered opera, as
understood today. It was written around 1597, largely under the inspiration of
an elite circle of literate Florentine humanists who gathered as the “Camerata
de’ Bardi.”
Significantly, Dafne was an attempt to revive the classical Greek drama,
part of the wider revival of antiquity characteristic of the Renaissance.
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Hey, hard workers, can you take vacations and enjoy them without a government mandate?
(COntinued from Page 1)

the only one who didn’t work over
the weekend, or the only one not to
work 60-plus hours a week.
As a result, a “24/7” culture has
evolved in which employees feel
the need to be accessible to their
employers every moment of every
day. Our habits may be a contributor to productivity levels that are the
envy of the world, though our productivity comes at the expense of
our weekends, holidays and vacations, putting us at risk of burnout.

Some in our country think the
solution is the creation and passage
of new federal laws that mandate
more vacation time, like similar laws
in other countries.
Take the French. Their government mandates that every employee
get at least five weeks of paid vacation. The French average 37 days
of vacation every year, and 22 paid
holidays on top of that.
Virtually all European countries
have government mandates that
require employee-paid vacation of

My Answer by Billy Graham

Face honestly the reasons for your doubt

Q: As far as I’m concerned,
religion is based on superstition and myth. I think people
dreamed up the idea of “God”
just to help them deal with
their fears. Now that we have
science, we don’t need God.
Why should we keep believing
in something that doesn’t exist?
- R.H.
A: Let me ask you a question: If
we no longer need God because
of science, then why do so many
scientists and other intellectuals
still believe in Him? Some don’t,
of course, but over the years I’ve
been privileged to meet many
who do - and who not only believe
in God but are also committed
Christians.
In fact, many of these men and
women have told me their scientific investigations actually had led
them to faith. As they studied the
world around them, they realized

it was far more logical to believe in
an all-wise Creator than to believe
everything happened by chance.
As the Bible says, “Since the creation of the world God’s invisible
qualities - his eternal power and
divine nature - have been clearly
seen, being understood from what
has been made” (Romans 1:20).
They also began examining the
life of Jesus Christ and weighing
carefully His claim to be God in
human flesh, sent from heaven to
save us and change us. As they
did, they came to realize He was
not a myth, but that in Him alone
“are hidden all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge” (Colossians 2:3).
I suspect your real problem is
that you want to run your own
life, without God to interfere with
whatever you might want to do. I
urge you to face honestly the reasons for your doubts, and then to
open your heart and mind to Jesus
Christ. You’ll never regret it.
Tribune Media Services
(Send your queries to “My Answer,” c/
o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway,
Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

four to six weeks, whereas America
has no government-mandated vacation requirements.
It’s true that while our European
friends are basking in the sun and
sipping refreshing drinks on their
long government-mandated vacations, we’re sitting inside sterile
office buildings worrying about our
jobs, projects, job security and that
next promotion.
It’s even worse for America’s
small-business owners. Fewer
than half take a week off during
the summer. With the economy still
somewhat uncertain, many are not
ready to hire. They are picking up
the slack by working two or three
jobs themselves.
And when we go home late at

night, our job worries stay right
with us. As a result, we have less
energy to go for an evening stroll in
the park with our children, less time
to enjoy a glass of lemonade while
visiting our neighbors, and less
desire to engage in our communities
to support charities and other noble
causes.
The fact is, America, too many
of us are working too long and too
hard and we’re not taking enough
time to recharge our batteries.
As I said, as a long self-employed
writer and author, I’ve been guilty of
this myself.
Can we take more vacation time
without the government demanding
our employers give us more? Can
we maintain our freedom to choose

July, 29
August 12, 26
9am - 3pm

whether to vacation and simply
choose to enjoy more vacation time
on our own?
It’s high time we think this vacation challenge through, America.
Please stand in the surf sipping
fruity adult beverages with little
umbrellas.
© 2017 Tom Purcell. Tom Purcell,
author of “Misadventures of a
1970’s Childhood” and “Wicked Is
the Whiskey,” a Sean McClanahan
mystery novel, both available at
Amazon.com, is a Pittsburgh Tribune-Review humor columnist.

Tell your friends outside of our
circulation area to visit us at:
www.mybulletinnewspaper.com
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Brazoria County Alliance for Children hosts open house

The Brazoria County Alliance for
Children hosted an open house with
the Alvin and Angleton Chambers of
Commerce recently to celebrate their
new location in downtown Angleton at
139 E. Myrtle St. Director Lisa Jolley is
shown in the center cutting the ribbon,
flanked by staff members, chamber
members and supporters. The agency
works to protect children from abuse.
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It’s mosquito celebration time again in Clute this weekend
(Continued from Page 1)

The festival is not the craziest
one around. There are nuttier celebrations. I did an article on those
one year and compared them to
the Mosquito Festival. It made for a
good preview and bailed me out for
yet another year.
This festival has many special
features, but two stand out the most
in my mind: Good marketing and

Nvidia’s ‘brains’
dominate selfdriving race
The Mercury News (TNS)

Please let Bulletin advertisers know that you saw
their ads in the paper, and always shop locally
when possible.

SANTA CLARA, Calif. — As
Google, Uber and Tesla fight for
control of the self-driving car
market, another company better
known for its gaming chips than its
wheels is positioned to cash-in on
the transportation revolution.
Nvidia has quietly become one
of the top suppliers of the “brains”
that control self-driving cars — the
super computers that sit nestled
inside the trunk or perhaps tucked
behind the glove compartment and
interpret visual cues like red lights
and pedestrians, telling the vehicle
how to respond.
The Santa Clara-based chipmaker has racked up deals with big
carmakers including Tesla, Audi,
Mercedes, Toyota and Volvo and
is poised to power a large portion
of the burgeoning self-driving car
industry, a market that is expected
to hit $77 billion by 2035.
“Nvidia is obviously going to be
one of the strongest players in this
area,” said Gartner research director Mike Ramsey.
And by taking on self-driving cars,
Nvidia is pulling off a key move from
the Silicon Valley playbook. Expanding into new industries — think
Google trying its hand at everything
from drones to high-speed internet
— is vital for any large company
hoping to stay relevant in a world
where innovative technology can
quickly become obsolete, Ramsey
said.
Diversifying can be tricky, as
proven by Yahoo’s unsuccessful
attempt to expand into media. But
if it works, it can act as insurance
against future upsets.

good timing.
The marketing has been top
notch by Clute Parks Department
Director Dana Pomerenke, her
staff and volunteers. They play the
media game well and have been
reaping the benefits of paid and free
publicity.
The timing is perfect. Very little
is going on this time of the year.
Once, when the Features Department at the Chronicle ordered up
yet another festival preview for the
Thursday weekend happenings section, they even became apologetic.
“John, we know that you have
done several of these, but there
is nothing else going on. We need
something to highlight,” one of the
editors said over the phone, to the
best of my knowledge. It’s been a
while.
I really didn’t mind. I liked working

on these lighter stories. They were
a lot more fun to put together than
some murder trial or natural disaster, and the people I interviewed
each year were eager to comment.
Yes, it’s hot and humid. But what
better way to break up the summer
doldrums than by buzzing by Clute’s
municipal park between Thursday
and Saturday?
There is another reason why this
festival is special to me. If someone
would go back in the records (if they
even exist), and look up who won
the Skeeter Beater Baby Crawling
Contest in 1986, they would find the
name John Toth III.
He made it the farthest before
refusing to crawl any more, probably
because it was just too darn hot.
John is now 31. That gives you an
idea how long I have been writing
these festival previews.

THE GREAT TEXAS MOSQUITO FESTIVAL
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Welcome to my festival, humans. Care for a bite?
37th Annual Festival, July 27-29 in Clute

From his vantage point high atop a moss hung oak. WillieMan-Chew rested from his long search for a perfect home and
surveyed the scene below.
Here, in the early summer of 1981, the sight and sounds that
greeted him were a delight to his senses.
There were healthy, tanned humans playing ball, swimming in
an Olympic-sized swimming pool, enjoying state-of-the-art playground equipment, laughing and having fun. Willie’s discerning
eye noted the lush greenery surround the homes and schools in
the neighborhood.
Springing, as he does from the finest bloodlines in southern
Brazoria County, he realized that he had, at last, found the land
of his dreams.
Willie quickly marshaled a group of humans as his official
goodwill ambassadors and began preparations for the first of
the annual festivals that honor him and his fellow mosquitoes
the last Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of July each year.
These ambassadors, whom Willie affectionately and jokingly
calls his “Swat Team,” present three fun-filled days of special
events, games, food, carnival rides, contests, craft booths,
cook-offs and much, much more. Ya’ll come down to Clute,
Texas, and join us .... for the fun of it!
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BASF Kids Run

Date: July 29, 2017
Time: 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Those pesky mosquitoes are buzzing around, ready to be called into the
park by that special sound, call or voice. You will not want to miss out on
this one of a kind event. So mark your calendar and don’t forget to bring
your cheering squad to share in the moment. Remember, it is open season
for those pros that can call the largest, fastest, and bloodsucking mosquito
around. There is no entry fee, once on the festival grounds. You may sign up
right before this event begins on Saturday, July 29 under the Main Pavilion.

THE GREAT TEXAS MOSQUITO FESTIVAL

Mosquito
legs

Date: July 29, 2017
Time: 6:30 PM - 7:30 PM
Location(s): Main Pavilion
Got those good looking Mosquito legs. . .then put on your
shorts and come out for the
funniest event ever, as the contestants strut their legs for the
crowds and judges. You could
be the center of attention, as
you buzz away, the winner of
the best-looking mosquito legs
title “2017 Mosquito Legs.”
There is no entry fee once
on the festival grounds. So
bring your friends, family and
yourself to sign up for this
event, right before it begins
on Saturday under the Main
Pavilion at 6:30 p.m.

Doubles Washer Pitching Tournament

The Doubles Washers Pitching will be on July 29 at 8:30 a.m. Entry fee
$35.00 per team includes two one-day armbands good for Saturday. You
must register by July 28 at 9 a.m. (or when maximum of 72 teams have been
reached) to participate. First 30 paid teams will receive free event T-shirts.
Awards will be given for 1st thru 5th places.

Petting zoo

Once on the festival grounds,
you may visit the petting zoo. There
is no charge to get in petting zoo.
There is a small fee if you would
like to feed or take a picture with the
animals.

THE GREAT TEXAS MOSQUITO FESTIVAL

BASF Kids Run

Date: July 29
Time: 8:30 - 9:45 a.m.
Age Categories Male/Female 12 and under
BASF sponsors the BASF “Kids Run” to be held at the Clute Municipal
Pool on Saturday, July 29. This event is held in conjunction with the Mosquito Chase 5K and will be scheduled for 9:15 a.m. start time or immediately
following the Mosquito Chase 5K conclusion. Registration will take place
beginning at 8:30 a.m.
Registration and entry fee is FREE. All entries will receive a BASF T-shirt.
All participants will receive a participant ribbon.

Mosquito Chase-5K Run
Date: July 29, 2017
Time: 7:30 a.m.
The Great Texas Mosquito Festival sponsors the
Mosquito Chase “Run” to
be held starting at the Clute
Municipal Pool on Saturday,
July 29.
This event offers a 5-K
certified course. Be ready for
hot, humid weather. The first
75 paid entrants will receive
a free T-shirt. The registration fee includes a complimentary Adult pass, good
for admission into festival
grounds for one day.

BBQ and Fajita Cook-off

Date: July 28-29
Location: BBQ Cook-off Pavilion
This is a tough competition for those teams that know how to use a barbecue pit. This event is sanctioned by IBCA with cash payouts for awards.
Entry fee includes five two-day armbands for admission to the festival for
Friday, July 28, and Saturday, July 29. Divisions are: beef fajita, chicken,
pork spare ribs and brisket.
There also is a separate event Friday night called Grill Master. Awards
will be given for 1st thru 3rd places, except in the brisket division, for which
awards will be 1st thru 5th places. Grand Champion and Reserve Grand
Champion teams will also receive an award.
Grill Master Competition begins at 6:30 p.m. on July 28.
Judging begins July 29 for fajita judging at 10 a.m.; chicken at noon; ribs
at 2 p.m.; brisket at 4 p.m. and awards at 5:30 p.m.
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THE GREAT TEXAS MOSQUITO FESTIVAL

Mosquito Festival Entertainment Lineup

Thursday 8-10 pm

Friday 6:30-8 p.m.

Parmalee-Friday 10:30 p.m.-midnight

Spazmatics-Friday 8:30-10 p.m.

Jack Ingram-Saturday 9:30-11 p.m.

Shayne Still-Saturday
7-9 p.m.

Rodney Atkins-Saturday
11:30 p.m.-1 a.m.

THE GREAT TEXAS MOSQUITO FESTIVAL

Carnival rides schedule

Individual/Set tickets are available, as well as carnival wristband.
Thursday 5-10 p.m.: Ride all night for $10.
Friday 5 p.m. - midnight: Ride all night for $20.
Saturday 3 p.m. - 1 a.m.: Ride all night for $20.
Carnival will not be open on Saturday until 3 p.m.
For children’s safety, they must be at least 36” tall to ride carnival rides.
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THE GREAT TEXAS MOSQUITO FESTIVAL

Mosquito Festival Schedule of Events

Clute Municipal Park
Thursday, July 27
Petting Zoo; Rockin’ RickStrolling Guitar Cart; Willie’s
Treasure Chest
5 PM Carnival Wristband Times
Gates Open
6:15 PM Welcome-Opening
Ceremony
6:30 PM Willie’s Salute to
Heroes Party
8 PM Six String Therapy - 8-10
p.m. - Six String Therapy
10 PM Gates Close
Friday, July 28
BBQ and Fajita Cook-off (IBCA
Sanctioned); Petting Zoo;
Rockin’ Rick- Strolling Guitar
CartWillie’s Treasure Chest
5 PM Carnival Wristband;
Gates Open
6:30 PM Eighty Plus- 6:30-8:

p.m.; Grillmaster;Haystack
Dive;Sweet Potato The Clown
8:30 PM Spazmatics- 8:30-10
p.m.
10:30 PM Parmalee - 10:30pmMidnight
11:55 PM Gates Close
Saturday, July. 29
Petting Zoo; Rockin’ Rick
- Strolling Guitar Cart; Willie’s
Treasure Chest
7:30 AM Mosquito Chase-5K
Run
8:30 AM BASF Kids Run;
Doubles Washer Pitching
Tournament
9 AM Gates Open
10 AM BBQ and Fajita Cook-off
(IBCA Sanctioned) Fajita Judging; Senior Citizen’s Bingo
12 PM BBQ and Fajita Cookoff (IBCA Sanctioned) Chicken
Judging; Haystack Dive

2 PM Doubles Cornhole
Contest BBQ and Fajita Cookoff(IBCA Sanctioned) Ribs
Judging
2:30 PM Haystack Dive
3:00 PM Night Carnival Wristband

4 PM BBQ and Fajita Cook-off
(IBCA Sanctioned) - Brisket
Judging; Gator Alley and Company
6:30 PM Haystack Dive; Mosquito Calling-Adult; Mosquito
Calling-Children; Mosquito

Legs-Adult; Mosquito LegsChildren
7 PM Shayne Still- 7-9pm
9:30 PM Jack Ingram- 9:30-11:
p.m.
11:30 PM Rodney Atkins - 11:
30 p.m. - 1 a.m.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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How would you like to drive down the road and charge your car’s batteries through the airwaves?
By Lisa M. Krieger

The Mercury News (TNS)

STANFORD, Calif. — Life on the
run — unplugged.
That long-sought dream is closer
to reality, thanks to a new device
developed at Stanford University
that wirelessly transmits electricity to moving objects, promising
to transform our battery-powered
future.
If the technology can be improved
— boosting its power and extending
the distance electricity can be wirelessly transferred — it would extend
the range of electric vehicles, untether robots and end our constant
prowl for electrical outlets.
“You can imagine being able to
charge a cellphone or a car without
a wire,” said Shanhui Fan, a Stanford professor of electrical engineering and senior author of the new
research, published in the latest
issue of the journal Nature.
“What we have done is a significant step forward in thinking about
how to transfer energy to a moving
object,” he said.
So far, only a tiny 1-milliwatt
charge has been sent to a mobile
LED light bulb. The bulb’s brightness remained constant as the
receiver moved three feet away
from the source.
This could be handy if there’s a
wireless charge near your device
in a taxi, at a restaurant, on the
train or in line at the supermarket.
But electric cars can demand tens
of kilowatts of power. And they’re
speeding down roads.
And those technical challenges
temper the enthusiasm of some
consumers.
“My take on the research: Very
exciting, but only relevant to small
consumer electronics in the near
future,” said Palo Alto’s Ben Lenail,
director of business development
at the solar energy company Alta
Devices.
“Yes, it could allow users of
mobile devices — cellphones, connected health devices, fitness and
activity trackers, various wearable
gadgets — to cut the cord completely,” said Lenail, who has two
Teslas. “But electric vehicles need a
huge charge.”
The Stanford team, however,
believes it can boost the amount
of electricity that’s transferred. It

also aims to extend distances and
improve efficiency by tweaking the
system.
If our highways are updated, with
electric current embedded in roads,
“you’ll be able to charge your electric car while you’re driving down the
highway,” Fan said.
That would transform the car
industry, perhaps making electricity
the standard fuel. The best we have
now is the Chevy Bolt and Tesla’s
upcoming Model 3, which travel
about 200 miles on a charge and
take hours to fully re-juice.
“It would actually be revolutionary because it proposes something
that is not possible today — charging while driving,” said Jon Foster
of Palo Alto, a tech executive and
former chairman of the Palo Alto
Utilities Advisory Commission. He
has leased a Ford Focus Electric for
three years.
“It would address the two key
challenges for electric vehicles:
limited battery range and the cost
of the battery,” he said. “If electric
vehicles could charge while they
drive and range became unlimited,
that would open the door to much
greater use. In addition, it would
presumably allow use of much
smaller batteries since it would
no longer be necessary to have a
battery big enough to store sufficient
power to drive 80 or 160 or 240
miles.”
Wireless charging is already a
reality for stationary objects. For
instance, a phone with built-in wireless charging can be plunked down
on a small mat at a Starbucks table,
charging as you sip your coffee.
There are no cables and no frenetic
hunt for outlets.
But charging a moving object
— a medical implant in your body or
an electric car, for example — is a
much tougher technical challenge.
That’s because wireless power
transfer, as it’s called, is based on
magnetic resonance coupling. A current is passed through rotating coils
of wire between magnets to generate an electromagnetic field, which
creates another electric current in a
coil in an adjacent device.
This works best when the sending
and receiving coils are very close
together, are positioned at the correct angle and are tuned to resonate
at a specific frequency.

But what happens if, like so often
in life, an object suddenly moves?
Then the continuous flow of electricity is interrupted, unless the frequency is also moved. This means
that the coils must stay stationary,
or the device must be continuously
tuned. That’s a lot of work.
To solve that problem, the

Stanford team eliminated the radiofrequency source in the transmitter
and replaced it with a commercially
available voltage amplifier and feedback resistor. This system automatically figures out the right frequency
for different distances. There’s no
need for humans to do it.
“Adding the amplifier allows

power to be very efficiently transferred across most of the three-foot
range and despite the changing
orientation of the receiving coil,”
according to team member Sid
Assawaworrarit, a graduate student.
“This eliminates the need for automatic and continuous tuning of any
aspect of the circuits.”
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MR. MORRIS

By Rick Brooks

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Davey Jones

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

Did you know?

• In the average human life, a
person will walk 3 times around the
world.
• Your eyeballs stay the same
size from birth to death.
• Coca Cola kills insects.
• Akon is the #1 selling artist for
ringtones in the world.
• Hamartophobia is the fear of
sinning.
• Justin Timberlake’s “Rock Your

Body” was written by Pharrell for
Michael Jackson’s final album,
Invincible.
• The Pineberry is a white strawberry that tastes like a pineapple.
• After the release of the 1996 film
‘Scream,’ caller ID usage tripled in
the United States.
• Hitler led the first public antismoking campaign in modern
history.

THE MIDDLETONS

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

ACROSS
1 Instruments mentioned in the
Beatles’ “Back in the USSR”
11 Arguably biased, briefly
15 Resolving
16 Nebula Award winner Frederik
17 Hanging aid
18 Gin flavoring
19 USSR component
20 Direction at sea

22 “Cat __ Hot Tin Roof”
23 It can be added to a million but
rarely to a thousand
24 Ham’s transport?
26 Woodworking tool
28 Adopt
29 Atheist activist Madalyn
31 Mil. squad leaders
32 Phys ed teacher Leonard for
whom a band was named

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

34 Maximum
35 Dynamo’s asset
39 Tolstoy title first name
40 Be less critical of
41 Narrow landforms
43 Do doer
44 Baker’s amt.
47 Hailing from Changwon, say
49 Hood et al.: Abbr.
50 Mascot Misha of the 1980 Olympics, e.g.
51 Madrid Mrs.
52 Groups for biologists
54 Italian road
56 Internet letters
58 On tap
60 Yet to be settled
61 Gives up
62 Start of a tennis point
63 One to follow

DOWN
1 Half an African country, or its
capital city
2 Half a beer?
3 Where the Mona Lisa smiles
4 Bill’s “Groundhog Day” co-star
5 “That’s __”
6 Subject of the 2013 documentary
subtitled “Speaking Truth to Power”
7 Slot in a car: Abbr.
8 Brand with a Magicube
9 Writer of really old stories?
10 Throat trouble
11 Increases
12 Not anymore
13 Frustrating sequence
14 Blue forecast
21 “The Big Easy” of golf
25 Eastern royals
27 Winter X Games host
29 Approved
30 Outcome
32 Charmer’s target
33 Take back
35 Strategy involving a cushion
36 Less than a few
37 Opens at the warehouse
38 Confrontational start
42 Met
44 Legislation opposed by the Sons
of Liberty
45 Burden
46 Slight chance
48 Org. founded on the 100th anniversary of Lincoln’s birth
50 Sportscaster Musburger
53 More, in ads
55 In alignment
57 APB senders
59 Half a bray
(c)2017 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, INC.
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Complete the grid so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solutions

BOGGLE ANSWERS
OHIO IDAHO TEXAS KANSAS OREGON FLORIDA MONTANA

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week
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Bulletin Horoscope
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Someone loves you a
bushel and a peck. In the week to come you might find
that you are more popular than usual. You efforts could
be appreciated in the workplace, so may find it easy to
make progress with your career.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Learn something valuable from those who are older and wiser. Be careful not
to create misunderstandings with family members or
loved ones who are an integral part of your life. Be thrifty
in the week to come.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Solve the puzzle.
A maze doesn’t necessarily lead to a dead end, although
you might hit a few walls. In the week ahead ask for
assistance or advice from experienced people who have
traveled the same route.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Ignorance is bliss.
Think about this carefully as you stroll through the week
with a heavenly smile on your face. Being on cloud nine
does not guarantee that the promise made today will be
kept tomorrow.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Everything has a price
tag. This week you may be prodded by your conscience
to show you are polite and return favors. A generous
donation, reciprocal dinner date, or paying a commission
can knock your budget on its ear.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You may think it is in
vogue to be vague. In the week ahead, you may be
challenged to present your views in a straightforward
manner. Control an urge to spend money rashly or to
take unnecessary risks.

History of the World
July 24: ON THIS DATE in
1969, the Apollo 11 astronauts - two
of whom had been the first people
to set foot on the moon - splashed
down safely in the Pacific Ocean.
In 1974, the Supreme Court ruled
8-0 that President Nixon must turn
over subpoenaed White House tape
recordings to the Watergate special
prosecutor.
July 25: ON THIS DATE in
1946, the United States detonated
an atomic bomb at Bikini Atoll in the
Pacific in the first underwater test of
the device. In 1956, 51 people perished when the Italian ocean liner
Andrea Doria sank after colliding
with the Swedish ship Stockholm off

Did you know?

• Family Guy was the first
canceled show to be resurrected
because of its great DVD sales.
• Laughing 100 times is equivalent to 15 minutes of exercise on a
stationary bicycle.

the New England coast.
July 26: ON THIS DATE in
1775, Benjamin Franklin became
postmaster general. In 1953, Fidel
Castro led an attack on Moncada
Barracks, beginning the Cuban
revolution that would sweep him to
power five-and-a-half years later.
July 27: ON THIS DATE in
1789, Congress established the
Department of Foreign Affairs,
forerunner of the State Department.
In 1953, the Korean War armistice
was signed at Panmunjom, ending
37 months of fighting.
July 28: ON THIS DATE in
1540, English King Henry VIII’s
chief minister, Thomas Cromwell,
was executed on the same day
Henry married his fifth wife, Catherine Howard. In 1945, a U.S. Army
Air Forces bomber crashed into
the 79th floor of New York’s Empire
State Building, killing 14 people.
July 29: ON THIS DATE in
1588, the English navy defeated the

By Mark Andrews

Tribune Content Agency

larger Spanish Armada in the Battle
of Gravelines. In 1981, Britain’s
Prince Charles married Lady Diana
Spencer at St. Paul’s Cathedral in
London; they divorced in 1996.
July 30: ON THIS DATE in
1839, rebelling slaves seized control of the slave ship Amistad near
Cuba. They ultimately were freed
by a case that went to the U.S.
Supreme Court. In 1975, former
Teamsters union President Jimmy
Hoffa disappeared; his remains
never were found.
Answer to last week’s
question: This week in 1945,
Winston Churchill resigned as
British prime minister after his
Conservative Party was trounced
in parliamentary elections - despite
having led the nation to victory in
World War II.
This week’s question:
In 1972, who withdrew as the
vice-presidential nominee on the
Democratic ticket?

Jumble Answers
Jumbles: SLASH ERUPT ROTATE POUNCE
Answer: They went snorkeling to -- “SEE” TURTLES

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Keep your finger off the
trigger in the week ahead. You could be tempted to put
too many irons in the fire or to take unnecessary risks.
Focus instead on spending your money wisely and on
things of lasting beauty.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): People are willing to
forgive and forget in the week to come. Use your time
wisely and focus on making loved ones feel comfortable, cherished, and desirable. Demonstrate your good
taste when making key purchases.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Reiterate important
commitments. In the upcoming week, you may be
thrown into contact with someone who seems to wear
a halo or acts like an angel where you are concerned.
You will have divine help when needed.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Touch your nose while
you rub your tummy. Work on becoming better coordinated this week. The foot that seems to be caught
in your mouth could be a sign that an apology to a
significant someone will be needed.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Take pains to use powers
of perception. Pushy people may want their way in the
week ahead, but might lack the ability to explain their
needs. To avoid confusion, set up a powwow and you
can discuss a comfortable compromise.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Defend and protect
what you own and what you believe in. Unless you
guard an important thing, someone may take it away
from you. In the week ahead enjoy having some extra
spending money to use for lovely items.

SIDELINE CHATTER
By Dwight Perry

The Seattle Times (TNS)

Three-and-out? No kidding
Cardinals coach Bruce Arians,
in his new book “The Quarterback
Whisperer,” revealed that Washington State QB Ryan Leaf made
it easy for the Colts to choose
Peyton Manning with the No. 1
pick in the 1998 draft after Leaf:
a) showed up at the NFL combine overweight;
b) blew off a private meeting
with Colts coaches; and
c) got scathing reviews from
Pullman, Wash., residents when
Arians came to town and started
asking about him.
Err Jordans?
Ballyhooed Lakers rookie
Lonzo Ball shot just 13 percent
— 2 for 15 — in his summer
league debut.
“It’s gotta be the shoes,” chuckled Mars Blackmon.
Money player
Virginia cornerback Chuck
Davis won $100,000 playing the
state’s “Cash 5” lottery.
“Lightweight,” sniffed an SEC
booster.

Checkbooks in motion
The 29 NFL teams that didn’t
move will each collect $55.2 million over the next 11 years from
the transplanted Rams, Chargers and Raiders, ESPN.com
reported.
And you thought your moving
expenses were excessive?
Pistol Offense Dept.
Bills defensive lineman Adolphus Washington was arrested
Sunday for improperly carrying
a concealed firearm outside the
Splash Park water park in Sharonville, Ohio.
Unfortunately for Washington, it
wasn’t a squirt gun.
Lawsuit of the Week
A woman who tore her ACL
while riding a mechanical bull is
suing a New York bar because
she was allowed to ride while visibly intoxicated.
Gold-medal alibi
U.S. 400-meter runner Gil Roberts, who flunked a drug test, got
it overturned after he successfully
argued that the masking agent
probenecid got in his system as a
result of kissing his girlfriend and
ingesting some of her sinus-infection medicine.
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HEALTH AND HOME

HOME REMEDIES: Don’t scratch swimmer’s itch, but there are ways to relieve discomfort

Mayo Clinic News Network (TNS)

Swimmer’s itch is an itchy
rash that can occur after you go
swimming or wading outdoors.
Also known as cercarial dermatitis,
swimmer’s itch is most common in
freshwater lakes and ponds, but it
occasionally occurs in salt water.
Swimmer’s itch is a rash usually
caused by an allergic reaction to
parasites that burrow into your
skin while you’re swimming or
wading in warm water.
The parasites that cause swimmer’s itch normally live in waterfowl and some animals. These

parasites can be released into the
water. Humans aren’t suitable hosts,
so the parasites soon die while still
in your skin.
Swimmer’s itch is uncomfortable,
but it usually clears up on its own
in a few days. In the meantime, you
can control itching with over-thecounter or prescription medications.
LIFESTYLE AND HOME
REMEDIES
These tips might help reduce the
itch:
— Apply a cream or medication.
— Don’t scratch.
— Cover affected areas with a

clean, wet washcloth.
— Soak in a bath sprinkled
with Epsom salts, baking soda or
oatmeal.
— Make a paste of baking soda
and water, and then apply it to the

Sunscreen facts
• Sunscreen use can help prevent
skin cancer by protecting you from
the sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays.
Anyone can get skin cancer, regardless of age, gender or race. In
fact, it is estimated that one in five
Americans will develop skin cancer
in their lifetime.
• The sun emits harmful UV rays
year-round. Up to 80 percent of the
sun’s harmful UV rays can penetrate
your skin.

affected areas.
PREVENTION
The parasites that cause
swimmer’s itch live in the blood of
waterfowl and in animals that live
near ponds and lakes. To reduce the
risk of swimmer’s itch:
— Choose swimming spots
carefully. Avoid swimming in areas
where swimmer’s itch is a known
problem or signs warn of possible
contamination. Also avoid swimming
or wading in marshy areas where
snails are commonly found.
— Avoid the shoreline, if possible.
If you’re a strong swimmer, head
to deeper water for your swim. You

may be more likely to develop
swimmer’s itch if you spend a lot
of time in warmer water near the
shore.
— Rinse after swimming. Rinse
exposed skin with clean water
immediately after leaving the
water, then vigorously dry your
skin with a towel. Launder your
swimsuits often.
— Skip the bread crumbs. Don’t
feed birds on docks or near swimming areas.
— Apply waterproof sunscreen.
This has been reported to protect
the skin from the parasite that
causes swimmer’s itch.

